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As Tsai Ing-wen continued to struggle with implementation of her ambitious reform programs—losing public support in the process—Beijing maintained pressure to accept the “1992 Consensus” or some other expression of “one China.” Everything became substantially more complicated with Tsai’s congratulatory phone call to Donald Trump and Trump’s subsequent tweets and media statements putting the U.S. “one China policy” on the auction block.

Tsai Still Struggles to Implement Reform and Win Public Backing

As noted in our last essay, Tsai Ing-wen is finding governance hard and the public impatient. According to one poll, her approval rate has stagnated below 30 percent for three months running. Although dissatisfaction with Tsai exceeded satisfaction by August, “confidence” exceeded lack of confidence for several more months. However, by early 2017 this measure had also slipped into negative territory.

The government has ambitious plans for growing the economy over the next four years, and they may work. But the administration must face the here and now. Dissatisfaction with the administration’s economic performance is growing particularly rapidly (even within the DPP) and dire warnings are surfacing about an impending “major crisis.”

Tsai is well aware of the dilemma of long-term reform versus short-term public impatience, and in late summer she convened top central and local leaders to discuss next steps. After spurring them to redouble their reform and legislative efforts Tsai enjoined them to “make it known to the public what we are doing, the progresses of our agenda, and when they will be completed . . . In short, we must do our best to communicate with all sectors of society to gain the people’s understanding and earn their trust.”

One prominent magazine summed up Tsai’s problems this way: failing to choose the right people for senior positions; exhibiting poor executive ability (making but not implementing good policies); failing to establish prioritization among her policies; and vacillating on next steps without strong determination. Against that background, successfully navigating the complicated and controversial maze of pension reform in the coming months will be seen as a litmus test of Tsai’s performance.

Although in the long run a robust two-party system is important to Taiwan’s democracy, in short-term political perspective Tsai is fortunate that the Kuomintang (KMT), while still managing to cause some problems for her and the party, remains in disarray. Even PRC officials and scholars who place great stock in the KMT’s role as a balancing political force believe it is unlikely to be competitive again by 2020, much less by the time of the 2018 local elections.
Beijing Continues Pressing For “One China,” Taipei Pushes Back

Efforts to reduce dependence on the Mainland market and to enhance Taiwan’s access to international activity have been hallmarks of the Tsai presidency. Part of what led to the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) victory a year ago was a sense that Beijing had too much leverage over Taiwan. This has motivated the “New Southbound Policy” as well as Taipei’s active outreach to others, including Japan and the Trump administration.

Tsai Ing-wen knows that the wholesale replacement of the Mainland’s market is not feasible and that conveying a perception of movement toward separation would be unwise and even dangerous. Thus, all her actions are cast as contributing to cross-Strait peace and stability.

Lack of Trust in Tsai

But as discussed many times before, Beijing neither trusts nor believes Tsai. The Mainland sees every step to implement a “pragmatic” approach as either laying the foundation for future independence or an effort to establish de facto “peaceful separation”—possibly even de jure “independence”—now.9

Hence, although working-level cross-Strait communication apparently continues, the Mainland persists in rejecting any high-level or formal dealings with Taipei. Beijing is also pressing others not to engage in any “official” or even quasi-official relationships with the island and is blocking Taiwan’s efforts to expand its international participation unless and until it embraces “one China.”

Beijing Continues to Squeeze Taiwan

Specific pressure points are becoming apparent. Even though Beijing has repeatedly said existing agreements will be honored, reports are growing of less than robust implementation.10 Indeed, a Mainland spokesman directly confirmed that execution of existing agreements would be affected.11 The precipitous drop in Mainland tourists—initially affecting only groups but now spreading to individual tourism as well—is seen as a particularly visible form of economic pressure.12

As Beijing blocked Taiwan’s participation in the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL), ARATS head Chen Deming openly stated that without the “one China” political foundation “there is no opportunity that Taiwan will be able to participate in international activities.”13

On Taiwan itself, although Beijing denies a discriminatory policy14 it increasingly grants privileges to Blue-run communities while shunning Green ones. In mid-September a delegation of eight pan-Blue local government officials was cordially received in Beijing15 and participants were treated to a return visit by a PRC agricultural purchasing mission in November.16 TAO head Zhang Zhijun pointedly noted that the Taiwan participants “all acknowledge the ‘1992 consensus.’”17
Some Tsai Successes

On the plus side for Taiwan, despite PRC threats to block him, James Soong attended the late November APEC Leaders Meeting in Lima, Peru, as Tsai’s representative, and even had a brief exchange with Xi Jinping—though how brief and how substantive is subject to some debate.

Moreover, despite domestic criticism of the policy and PRC suspicions about its motivation, Taiwan reported some progress in establishing relationships under the aegis of the New Southbound Policy.

Most visibly, in January Tsai successfully visited four Central American diplomatic allies (Honduras, Nicaragua, Guatemala, and El Salvador), including appropriately low-key but dignified transit stops in Houston and San Francisco en route. Defying some predictions of diplomatic disaster, Tsai was treated royally by Daniel Ortega at his third inaugural. The Nicaraguan leader welcomed her as his “sister” and made a special point of introducing her to inaugural guests as the “president of Taiwan” or, according to some reports, the president of the Republic of Taiwan (República de Taiwan).

And Some Pushback against Beijing

Overall, Tsai has maintained a consistent approach to the Mainland. Despite urging from the business community that she address the “1992 Consensus” in her October 10 National Day speech, she did not do so. Instead, reacting to Taiwan’s exclusion from the ICAO assembly, in her September 29 Facebook posting commemorating the DPP’s 30th anniversary Tsai wrote: “We must resist China’s pressure and develop relations with other countries. We must leave our overdependence on China and establish healthy, normal economic relations.”

In her National Day speech, Tsai softened her tone somewhat (“resist” disappeared as did “overdependence”), but she promoted what is now a regular feature of her speeches, what some call her “four noes”: “Our pledges will not change, and our goodwill will not change. But we will not bow to pressure, and we will not revert to the old path of confrontation.” Conversely, she expressed concern that Beijing was returning to “the old path of dividing, coercing, and even threatening and intimidating Taiwan.”

In that speech (as well as in a letter to Pope Francis in late January 2017), Tsai again spoke of discarding “historical baggage.” Perhaps she now means it to have a more generalized application than when she first used it in her inaugural address in May. But as previously discussed, in May it evidently meant dealing with the DPP charter’s Taiwan independence plank. Although she is obviously in no position to move on that issue now, reliable interlocutors as well as authoritative PRC statements strongly indicate that eventually freezing or eliminating this plank would generate an even more positive response from Beijing than embracing the “1992 Consensus.”
No PRC Flexibility—Yet

Meanwhile, however, the “1992 Consensus” remains the touchstone for restoring normal relations, and Beijing was quick to react to Tsai’s National Day speech. The TAO spokesman refuted Tsai’s claim of enduring goodwill by stating that “goodwill” lies in whether or not the island’s leadership accepts the “1992 Consensus.”

Adopting a similar position when speaking in late October, Director Zhou Zhihuai of the Mainland’s Taiwan Studies Institute suggested somewhat ominously that confrontation might become the “new normal” in cross-Strait relations for the foreseeable future.

An Eventual Opening?

A month later, however, Zhou struck a different note. He argued that while the principle that “the two sides belong to one country” is not replaceable, the phrase “1992 Consensus” is. It is still premature, Zhou said, to create a new consensus. But in addition to defusing “pressure points,” think tanks should actively discuss ideas for a new consensus that embodies the “one China” framework and rejects “Taiwan independence” and “desinicization.” Zhou said it is critical that, “under certain [unspecified] circumstances,” the “two sides of the Strait begin to contact each other through sending messages in a controllable manner.” Without clear, consistent, and complete messages, conveyed in a direct and effective manner, he said, the chances of misjudgment would greatly increase.

Zhou’s speech created some controversy on the Mainland. Informed people said that these ideas had been much discussed internally, but Zhou’s airing them at this time was a personal decision with which many disagreed. In Taiwan, however, they were greeted with great interest. As one senior official put it, “We welcome his words and the opportunity to discuss these ideas; let’s talk.”

At the same time, as reflected in Tsai Ing-wen’s New Year’s Eve press conference, people were aware that Zhou’s proposals were ahead of policy: “Whether cross-Strait ties can take a turn for the better in the coming year will depend on our patience and resolve. But it will also depend on how Beijing sees the future of cross-Strait relations, and whether it is willing to assume its share of the responsibility for building new models for cross-Strait interactions.”

In the event, Tsai’s patience and resolve were soon to be tested—not by Beijing, but by Washington.

Good Relations with the Mainland and the U.S. Are “Equally Important”

“The Phone Call”

During 2016, Presidents Barack Obama and Xi Jinping managed to calm down some of the more contentious bilateral issues (notably the South China Sea) and to advance some important international agenda items (in particular climate change).
Within two months of their final meeting in September, however, much that had been achieved was put in doubt by the newly elected Donald Trump, who not only challenged China on a number of important issues including trade, the South China Sea, and North Korea, but did so in the context of raising what has always been identified by Beijing as the most sensitive and important issue in Sino-American relations: Taiwan.

Tsai’s congratulatory note to Trump immediately after his election victory passed without incident. But a congratulatory phone call from Tsai to Trump on December 2 changed the situation dramatically. The very fact of the call would have been a challenge to Beijing. What followed elevated its importance beyond anyone’s expectations.

*The Best Surprise Is No Surprise*

Having been rather pleased with the “unprecedented” conversation, the first between Taiwan’s leader and an American president or president-elect since the U.S. broke relations with Taipei in 1979, Taipei awoke the next morning to learn that the Trump transition team had unexpectedly publicized the call (albeit in a brief, low-key paragraph), triggering what one newspaper called a “deluge of criticism” from the world press, including accusations that Trump had committed a “breach of diplomatic protocol” that would infuriate the Chinese government. Commentators questioned Trump’s understanding of the American “one China” policy that guides relations with Taiwan as well as his awareness of the potential problem he had created. Worse from Taipei’s perspective, the notoriously thin-skinned Mr. Trump had already responded with two tweets justifying the call.

Taipei proceeded with its planned low-key announcement the morning of December 3 Taiwan time along lines it had originally thought would suffice to give the call publicity yet manage the fallout. Already sensing the dimensions of the problem being created, Tsai’s office responded to questions about a Mainland backlash by asserting that good cross-Strait relations and good relations with the United States are “equally important” for maintaining peace and stability in the region.

*Beijing Seeks To Manage the Fallout*

Beijing blamed the call on Tsai, PRC Foreign Minister Wang Yi calling it a “petty maneuver” (小动作) by Taiwan that would not change the “one China consensus” in the international community and would “never change” the “one China” policy long recognized by the United States. The “one China principle,” Wang said, is “a cornerstone for healthy development of China-US relations” and China does not want this political foundation to be interfered with or damaged. Trump’s transgression, on the other hand, was characterized by official media as merely “his and his transition team’s inexperience in dealing with foreign affairs.”

Nonetheless, the Mainland lodged “solemn representations” with what it termed “the American party concerned” (美国有关方面). At the same time, Beijing reportedly quickly deleted messages about the call from the popular WeChat blog site, in order, observers said, to prevent public opinion from forcing the government’s hand.
Similarly, the TAO pushed aside “experts’” suggestions to “refine” the Anti-Secession Law to make it more operational in “suppressing” (遏制) Taiwan independence. The TAO argued that the law already safeguards sovereignty and suppresses Taiwan independence while also promoting peaceful development of cross-Strait relations and national reunification.\(^{44}\)

As Trump once again weighed in two days later with a tweet implicitly justifying the call in light of unilateral actions by Beijing,\(^{45}\) Tsai once again sought to downplay the call’s significance: “I have to stress that one phone call does not mean a policy shift . . . I do not foresee major policy shifts in the near future because we all see the value of stability in the region.”\(^{46}\)

“Why should I be bound by ‘one China’”?\(^{46}\)

But rather than being finished with the matter, Trump obviously thought he had found a point of negotiating leverage with Beijing and escalated things to directly involve the “one China” issue. During an interview with Fox Sunday News on December 11, the president-elect laid out at some length a rationale questioning why he should be bound by a “one China” policy “unless we make a deal with China having to do with other things, including trade.”\(^{47}\)

Beijing immediately ratcheted up its comments. The TAO expressed “serious concern” about Trump’s interview. Noting that the Taiwan question touches China’s core interests and reiterating Wang Yi’s point that the “one China principle” is the foundation for development of China-U.S. ties, Beijing stated that should this foundation be disrupted or damaged, the sound and steady development of bilateral relations and cooperation in major fields would be “out of the question” (无从谈起).\(^{48}\)

“Everything is under negotiation” vs. “The one China principle is non-negotiable”\(^{48}\)

Although in a New Year’s Eve comment Trump said, “hopefully we’re going to have great relationships with many countries . . . and that includes China,” less than two weeks later he gave the China world another jolt when he told the Wall Street Journal, “Everything is under negotiation, including ‘one China.’” He would not commit to the “one China” policy, he said, until he saw progress in Beijing’s currency and trade practices.\(^{49}\)

The PRC foreign ministry responded with a statement the next day that the “one China principle” is “non-negotiable” (不可谈判的).\(^{50}\)

Contrary to Trump’s statement, at his confirmation hearing Secretary of State-designate Rex Tillerson said he was not aware of any plans to scrap the “one China” policy.\(^{51}\) Trump’s incoming chief of staff, Reince Priebus, told ABC News that both Trump and Tillerson were right: there are no plans to change the “one China” policy, but “certainly” that policy will be on the table if China does not work with the U.S. on trade and the South China Sea. As part of the negotiation to “get our relationships with China straightened out,” Priebus said, all these issues are going to be on the table. But there’s no
predetermined path. “It’s something that is going to be discussed and decided down the road.”

Those looking for a quick and forceful Chinese response to Priebus were not disappointed: “[T]here are things in the world that are not for trade. . . . Any attempt to undermine the ‘one China’ principle or use it as a bargaining chip by anyone for any purpose shall be met with firm opposition from the Chinese government and people and the international community and [would have] severe consequences” (literally, “would be picking up a rock only to drop it on one’s own foot”).

In light of all this, Beijing’s continuing pressure on Taiwan was not confined to words alone. Not only having cut communications links, but having flown nuclear weapons–capable aircraft around Taiwan in late November, before the Tsai-Trump phone call, Beijing followed up in the wake of the Trump furor by sending its lone aircraft carrier through the Taiwan Strait. The Mainland also snared one of Taiwan’s smaller diplomatic partners, São Tomé and Príncipe and secured agreement by Nigeria to downgrade the Taiwan representative office and move it out of the capital.

In addressing both of these latter cases, Beijing emphasized the importance of those countries’ adherence to the “one China” principle.

Afterword

The dilemma for Tsai was vividly encapsulated by Taiwan’s plaintive plea to the incoming Trump administration to make continued efforts to maintain cross-Strait peace and not to treat Taiwan as a bargaining chip. Of course President Tsai wants close relations with the United States, including help with Taiwan’s economy, security, and international participation. Moreover, she identifies with the United States as a democracy and a market economy. But as we have noted, Taipei sees its self-interest best served by a balanced relationship between Washington and Beijing. It wishes neither to be a sacrificial pawn in the great power game, nor to be drawn into a U.S. effort to isolate and confront the PRC.

Going forward, even if President Trump moves away from threats to abandon the “one China policy,” how he chooses to implement it will matter. Now bolstered by the National Defense Authorization Act provision on enhancing U.S.-Taiwan military exchanges and security relations and prospectively spurred on by the pending Taiwan Travel Act, which calls for upgrading high-level official travel and contacts, Trump may well judge that he can “do more” with Taiwan without opening himself up to criticism that he is recklessly breaching precedent.

Whether Beijing would see it that way, of course, is a different matter. Although a harshly negative PRC response is predictable, what specific actions the Mainland might take are unclear.

Moreover, Taiwan’s judgment about how far to go in accepting an “upgrade” in relations is uncertain. As one colleague in Taiwan put it, Taipei wants closer U.S. ties, but there
may come a time when Taipei has to turn down such an offer in the service of its larger interests.
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